Quick Start Guide
SDS tag

Turn tags on/off
Option 1: by SDS Base Station
Just tap the SDS Base Station with the SDS tag to turn on the tag. The LED
fades in to indicate that the device is turned on. Then the LED blinks every
15 seconds to indicate that the device is turned on and active. Your SDS tag
is ready for use now. To turn off the tag, just tap the SDS Base Station again.
The LED will fade out to indicate that the device is turned off.
Option 2: by charging cable
Disconnect the charging cable to turn on the tag. Once the charging cable is
connected, the tag turns off.

Pairing multiple tags
1. Connect up to 10 SDS Base Stations to each other, to pair an equivalent
number of tags.
2. M
 ake sure the tags are turned off. Then place the tags you want to pair in
the SDS Base Stations. The tags will start pairing automatically, indicated
by the blinking LEDs.
3. T
 he tags are paired when their LEDs stop blinking and remain static. Now
the tags are ready for use.
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Turn off tags

Place the tag in the SDS Base Station to turn the tag off. A white light will
fade out. Plugging the charging cable into the tag will also turn off the tag.
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